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ee
a fraternity. This is how orne fraternitie want to be iewed.
tafT writer
Every national fraternity ha
Some Greek fratemitie find their own mi.:;jon latement, ba! e
it neces ary to ha e a ucce '- foundation. and ideals. When
ful rush by portraying women Bryan Brennan. Dire tor of
as mere objects which flock to Chapler Development for Igma
them like buzzards to roadkill. Phi Ep ilon was que tioned about
By using this image to represent the rush hirts being worn around
their organizatjon~ these frater- Coastal Carolina Umver ity he
nities are destined to recruit ex said "sounds completely out of
line".
feinds
and
When a ked
chavinistic pigs
what he thought
as members.
about the demoralWe live in a
izing image that the
world which foSigma Phi Epsilon
cuses on the bad
fraternity j porand ignores the
-Bryan Brennan
traying he regood.
This
sponded "We think
makes the Greek
system an easy target. With the thi is wrong" and "We will get it
Greek system always being taken care or."
scrutinized, this type of propaThis type of beha ior i not
ganda just adds to the list of what member are taught In their
negative attention that other member educ~tion program. AU
Greeks work so hard to avoid.
fraternities have a trong root in
Critics have said that the leadership. service, and cholarGreek system is a dinosaur, a ship.
dying group. If the Greek sysSome organization attract the
tem does not work together to wrong type of indl Idual and
shine their tarnished image, this their own juvenile morality overstatement may become a real- rides those which the were
ity.
worn to uphold a member .
No one will want to pay dues
It i a shame the entire Greek
to join a fraternity when its main system must suffer from a few
morals, values. and ideals in- bad apples.
volve nothing more than parties,
The true leaders, the true
sex, and alcohol?
gentlemen. the true repre~enta
Thee 0011 House can satisfy tion of what fraternity means
all of those needs. Tho e who
hould be the focu of attention,
want can pool their money to- but this can only occur if fratergether and pay for the door mtle top adding credibility to
charge, drinks, and entertain- the negative stereotypes that 0ment and then call themselves ciety places upon them.

CaryVarn

"Sounds
completely
out of line"

Controversial RUSH T-shirt worn by members of igma Phi 'Epsilon.
raised questions as to the values and sensibilities of Greekfratemiti .

In Distress? Pus
Beth Roddick

l:<I>E

•

SrajJ writer

September 16, 1997
To

All Student Body and Admirusuation

From' Anthony R Ganguua. President o( Sigma Phi Epsilon

Re

Rush Shuts

II bas come 10

my attentIOn that the fall Rush stlirts have CIIuscd conc:em 10 cawn

people. I would hke 10 say on behalf of myself and my fraltrl'llly thaI the shuts were no!
designed 10 CllII5C oft'erIIe 10 anyone. A Rush shin', sole purpose IS 10 atncl atICDIlOll, nodun&
more. The shirt that was designed did jUSlIhal We apologtze 10 anyone ...ho took offense 10 the
shin.

It bas also come to my anennon that a leIter ...u ...ntten .n the Chanticleer about the
neptiYe effects the shirts h8d GIl the sa-J and Greek life. I would Ii 'e 10 make II clear that no

one appoec:hed my fralemtly abouIthe Jener "'fItIeft. so the majonly of commits made could lICK
be bected by fac:u. ApitI_ apologiZle to anyone wIIO has taken offense: 10 the shin.

I hope the people ... ho tool offense can look beyond I ptece of cloth and see the coo<!
that Greek hfe does 10 the school aDd the oommunny. If you have

In)

questions oc com_

(eel free 10 contact me:
Smcerely.

-...*,»

AntMIj( Ganguzza

PresIdent. :t4>E

As you walk around campu
this week you may have noticed several orange call boxes
topped with blue ligh~ po ted
around campus.
These are the new 'Talking
Patrolman Radio Callbox' and
the most recent additions to
Coastals security team.
When activated they allow
a di tress signal to be sent to
the security dispatch on campus, and also allow two way
communication with the person in distress and the police.
The boxes were bought for
the University by the Horry
County Higher Education
Commission.
There are currently six
callboxes operational on campus. They can be found by the
track. by the pool, behind the
cience building, by M dorm,

ere

in the baseball par ng lot, and
on the sidewalk leading to the
Student center.
Thi new y tern Will be acce ible to tudents who don't
feel are or have an emergency,
24 hours a da , ? day a week.
Many other college have had
the boxes installed not becau e
there ha e been problem but
to prevent future dangers.
There IS much debate however that these new boxe will
only cau e more problem for
the campu police ju t a the
fire alarms in the new dorm
have.
According to a list of cnmes
and offenses provid~d by the
ampu police" Any per on
who willfully, maliciou ly or
mi chievously interfere with,
or injure any pole or alarm
box in thi tate shall be guilty
of a mi demeanor and upon
conviction hall be entanced
to hard labor in the tate penn
or the payment of 200 d II
The nature of the cal1boxe

ficer to re
the area.
The callboxe
activate the y tern pre
button and a cu tomlzed Olce
me age will
ent to th ecunty offi er. When the b ton
I depre sed and held the caller
can alert th offioer what th
problem j . When th butt n i
released th officer can an er
the caller ba to he p olve th
problem.
The caIl

Anyone who h mformation about "fal e larm' ath
the callboxe hould 0 dlJi tJ
to campu ecunt.
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Coastal Information

Announcements
Career Fair Attracts First Class Employers
The Office of Career Management Service reports that employer response to the invitation to visit the Coastal Carolina Umversity campus this fall is very strong. Local, regional, and national employers, and regional graduate schools will participate in
the 9th Annual Graduate School and Career Informatin Fair on
Wednesday;October 15, 1997. The event will be held on the first
floor of the E. Craig Wall Building from 9:30 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.
Students from all majors and classes are encouraged to take this
opportunity to talk informally with the employer representatives.
Representatives from Anchor Bank, Burroughs & Chapin
Company, Embassy Vaction Resort, Enterprise Rent-a-Car, J.e.
Penney Company, Medical University of South Carolina. Merrill
Lynch, New York Life, Santee Cooper, Targer, United Parcel Service, U.S. Coast Guard Recruting, Wake Forest University Graduate School, Webster University, and the University of South Carolina-College of Business Administration have registered. The deadline for employer registration is not unitl October 1.

c

as a
C lendar
Monday 15
*Men's RUSH begins

Tuesday 16
*Fishing Club Meeting
*Chanticleer Meeting

Wednesday 17

*Coastal Produstions:
Movie "Anaconda"
Salute to Trenna Page Metts!
*STAR Blood Drive
The Division of Student Affairs, the Office of Counseling Ser- *Entries due for Sand
vices and the Office of Career Management Services wish to conVolleyball
gratulate our friend and colleague, Trenna Page Metts, as she moves
*Biology
Club Meeting
to a new position of leadership and service to Coastal Carolina
*Psycology Club Meeting
University.
Trenna has been a Coordinator of Career Management Ser- *Fellowship of Christian
Athletes Meeting
vices and a Career Planning Counselor with our division since
1986. She will be Joining the Division of Extended Learning and *African American
Public Services beginning October 1997. Her enthusiasm and proAssociation Meeting
fessional service to Coastal Carolina University students will be *Coastal Production
missed.
Meeting
Resume Preparation Services Now Available *Leadership Challenge
Any student with the need to develop a professional resume
now has on-campus access to the services of a consultant from
Pratical Concepts, a business services firm located in Surfside
Beach. Regina Biehl, owner of Practical Concepts, will be maintaining scheduled office hours in the Student Center on Tuesdays
and Fridays. She will provide individual resume writing assistance
and three-day turnaround for professonally prepared resumes. A
variety of paper stock, fonts and formats will guarantee that each
individual will be provided with a customized resume.
This resume preparation service is offered to Coastal Carolina
Umversity students at deeply discounted prices. Each resume
package includes a reference page and matching envelopes. The
package prices are: five copies for $10 and ten copies for $13.
Disk coppies and cover letters are available at an additonal charge.
Call for your appointment today, 349-2341 or stop by the Office
of Career Management Services in the Student Center, Room 206.

Student Technology Fee in action
Coastal students are already
seeing results of the $35 student
technology fee which went into
effect this fall. Computer labs
all over campus are being upgraded, new computers are being added and lab hours are being extended as part of an ongoing effort to provide students
with state-of-the-art technological services.
The estimated revenue from
the student technology fee for
the 1997-1998 academic year is
$230,000. according to Sally
Horner, Coastal's executive
vice president. Today's students
are experienced computer users
and they have high expectations
for computer services at
Coastal," said John Idoux.
Coastal's provost and vice
president of Academic Affairs.
'Until this year, funds for the
university'S computer technology systems have come from
the normal operational budget.
But because technology is so
expenSive, Coastal's administration and board of trustees realized it would be impOSSible to
provide the high level of service
which is essential in a university environment today without

introducing a technology fee exclusively for ~tudent-related
computer services." All other
universities in South Carolina
charge a student technology fee.
In the Computer Assisted
Instruction (CAl) Lab in the
Prince Building, computer
hardware and software will be
upgraded, and 10 additional
computer stations will be added.
The 54 computer stations in the
Wall Building's Computer Lab
also will be upgraded, and additional printers wi II be purchased. Additional student lab
a~sistants will be hired for both
the Wall and CAl labs, and operational hours will be extended
in both facilities. The new hours
are:
Pnnce Building Computer
Lab:
Monday to Thursday:
8:30 am to 9 pm
(beginning Sept. 8)
Friday: 8:30 am to 2 pm
Sunday: 3 to 10 p.m.
Wall BuildIng Computer
Lab:
Monday to Thursday:
7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
(Beginning date to be announced)

Meeting

Thursday 18
*Spades TotJrnament
*Phi Alpha pelta
Pre-Law Meeting
*Society of Undersea
World Meeting

347..2911

Thursday ~5

Friday 19

*Phi Alpha Delta
Pre-Law Meeting
*Society of Undersea
\Vorld Meeting
*Coastal Productions
Crew goes to NACA

*Concert in the Park:
Blister
*Club Recruitment Day:
"Join a club, get a sub"
*Fishing Club weekend
trip

Friday 26

Saturday 20

*Campus Recreation:
White Water Rafting

*STAR Beach Sweep and
River Sweep

Monday 22
*SGA Meeting 3 p.m.
*Leadership Meeting
*Sand Volleyball
intramurals begin
*Budgets due to SGA
* Coastal Productions:
Monday Night Football
*BSU Meeting

Tuesday 23
*Fishing Club Meeting
*Chanticleer Meeting

Wednesday 24
*Psycology Club Meeting
*Fellowship of Christian
Athletes Meeting

Monday 29
*SGA meeting 3 p.m.
*Coastal Productions:
Monday Night Football

Any Clubs or Student Orgaruzations
that wish to have
activities posted,
need to turn them
in to The Chanticleer office Romm
203 in the Student
Center prior to
deadlines. As many
activites will be
posted as space per-

mits.

The

Campus
Emergency
Phone Number

*African American
Association Meeting
*Coastal Productions
Meeting
""Leadership Challenge
Meeting

Chanticleer
Editor-in-Chief..................................................Tabby Shelton
Managing Editor..................................................... Kisha Grate
Business Manager................................................ Dave Myroup
Arts Director .................•.....................••.......... Jessica Johnston
Photography Editor ............................................. Beth Roddick
Sports Editor......................................... · ................... Kit Kadlec
Adviser .......................... :............................ Dr. Steve Hamelman
Computer Analyst...............................................Porter Medley

Staff
Fnday: 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday: 2 to 6 p.m.
Sunday: I to 10 p.m.
Four multimedia computers
will be added to the Foreign
Language Lab in the Prince
Building, and computers will be
added to both the Writing Lab
in the Prince Building and the
Math Lab in the Wall Building.
Funds from the student technology fee also will be used to add
additional services to the online
system in Kimbel Library and
to establ ish a state-of-the-art
graphic design computer lab for
art studio majors.
On schedule for the
spring 1998 semester. a ne ....
technology-based system designed to assist tudents with
career development and job opportunities will be established in
the Office of Student Employment and Career Management
Services

Cheryl Butler-Adams, Jennifer Coffin. Jessica Day. Thomas DeMaria.
Jeff Farley, Paul Lewis. Mark Miller, Cristina Moore. BJ Rmgdahl,
Lois Turner, Hansel Yam. Cary Yam. Cristina Young

All correspondence should be scntto:
The Chanticleer
P.O. Box 1954
Conway, SC 29526
Phone: (803) 349-2330 Fax: 349-2316
Letters Policy
All letters must be typed, signed with the author's name, address, telephone
number. major. and position or relation to the college. Allietlers should be linuted to
250 words. With no excepllon ,alliellers Will be edited for Il!ngth, climt). and libelous
or lewd material Any accusations made In lellers by the author nre subject to confirmation and must be supported by factual matenals l..elter~ may be delivered to The Chanticleer office in Room 203 of the Student Center Leners may also be. Ill3Jled to the
above address .
The Chanticleer IS published biweekly-week. ex ept whenextenuating circum·
stances apply. Arllcles in The Chanticleer do not neccssan Iy eJ<press Ihe oplDions of the
staft of TIle Chantideer or of Coastal Carolina UmVerSll) . Lellers submitted will be
edited. The Chanllcleer 1 funded through the Student Media Commlllee and advertiSIng revenue. This newspapens protected under the copynghtlaw of the United States.
All submtssions become property of The Chanllcleer

!\1ember of the S.c. Press Association
"I don't propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as
lustily as Chanticleer in the morning, standing on my roost, if
only to wake my neighbors up."
·Henry David Thoreau
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Campus ews

Staff writer

Time to hit the beach
and lend a hand
Have you been to the beach lately? Have you ever een a
styrofoam cup laying half buried in the sand. Did you ever pick it
up and think how people are just too lazy to throw it in the tra h
can that is only a few steps away? Well, you are not the onl one!
On Saturday, September 20th from 9am to 12 noon, an annual
Beach and River Sweep is being held for those who care about
the condition of the environment, as well as the welfare of the
wildlife. Since the summer tourist season has just ended, the
beaches are in desperate need of some caring people to help clean
them up.
This event will take place in several locations in the Myrtle
Beach area, including Waites Island and Springmaid Pier. Participating Coastal Carolina student organizations include S.T.A.R
(Students Taking Active Responsibility) and S.U.W. (Society of
Undersea World).

Deniece Palmer
Guest writer

. The African American
As ociation is maintaining
la t year's commitment to
continuous, mulitfaceted programming. We will be hosting the 2nd annual Spade
Tournament on Thursday,
September 18 at 6:00 p.m. in
the Cino Grille. First, econd,
and third place awards will be
given. There j a 5.00 enrry
fee which can be given to

Katrina Green or any offi er.
The club will a1 0 be co- onoring, with Leader 'hip Challenge
a erie of Round Table Di uion thi erne ter. We feel that
the e di. u ion wil, at the lea t,
begin to adequately re olutlon for
them.
We encourage all ludents faculty. taff. club ,and organizatIon
to partcipate. You an be heard
only if you peak up and thl erie of di cu ion_ will be your
chance to do ju t thal. More information about thi program will be

AI 0 don't f; rget that lhl
year mark Th Afn an AmennA
latton' 25th

CCU

iati n'
weekly meetmg on edneday at 3:00 p.m . r m 204 of
the tudent Center.

Spend a little time, help
build someone a home
•

Habitat for Humanity and S.T.A.R. (Students Taking Active
Responsiblity) are looking for volunteers to help build homes for
single parent families. The project will take place over a period
of three weekends, in which teams of students will be assigned
and organized for each weekend. These weekends are Oct. 4th,
11 th, and 18th.
S.T.A.R. is working with two different Habitat for Humanity
sites: the Myrtle BeachIHony County project and the Georgetown!
Pawley's Island project. With the two sites available, students
will be able choose which project they are able to work at. The
Myrtle Beach site is a completion project, while the Pawley's
Island site wi1l be built from the ground up and will take place
over the three weekends.
Applications for the projects are currently available in
S.T.A.R.'s office, and the deadline to sign up as a participant i
Thursday, Sept. 25th. Habitat for Humanity will provide volunteers with on-site construction training, a well as assigning nonbuilding tasks.
Habitat for Humanity depend on the land donation by local
businesses. The houses that will be built by the volunteers will
be a single-story modern design home with two or three bedroom .
These houses will then be donated to single parent families with
two or three children.

Walk for your heart as
well as others'
This year, S.T.A.R. will be participating in the American Heart
Association's annual Heart Walk. The Heart Walk targets health
promotion, as well as community involvement.
S.T.A.R. is looking for volunteers to participate in this event
in representation of Coastal Carolina University. The Heart Walk
is a 3K walk on the beach and begins at 9:00am Saturday, Oct.
11 tho Each volunteer will be responsible in finding sponsers to
help them reach their target goal of $1 00. All the money donated
goes to the American Heart Association in research and medical
costs.
Volunteers from Coastal will consist of 5 teams of walkers,
including participating sororities, fraternities, organizations, and
interested students. Each of the teams will be asked to wear a tshirt to identify who they are representing, such as CCU shirts.
This will show good representation for their organization.
The deadline for signing up for this event is Sept. 18th.

S.T.A.R.
(Students Taking Active Responsibility)
If you're interested in getting involved
with any of these projects, please contact Amber,
coordinator of S.T.A.R., at 349-2337.

For more informatjon 0 to
sign up a te(lm toda..-'. call
t

The
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Coastal Life

CLASSIFIEDS
?essic
you

~he

could be better then chatting about
old times.

Virgo (Aug 23- Sep 22): Spend time
alone with a loved one; watch your
funds and shop for bargains.

Sagittarius (Nov.22- Dec. 21): A
loved one makes an interesting
proposal; learn m9re about it-the
final decision is U) to you.

Aries (March 21-ApriI19): Arecent
event revealed your hidden charm:
don't sulk-open up more often.
Taurus (April 20- May 20): Seek
through your possesions; give away
what you don't need and room for
something new.
Gemini (May 21- June 21): Don't
let your heart wander; avoid major
decisions until the New Year.

future

AUG.

23 loS

way; also, watch your romance, keep
a steady pace.

Cancer (June 22- July 22)' Don't be
depressed about your love life, the
stars are working on a perfect match.

Libra (Sep. 23- Oct. 23): Your days
of constant stress will soon come to
an end; a close friend will be there to
help.

Leo (July 23- Aug. 22): Keep your
eyes open-a celebrity is coming your

Scorpio ( Oct. 24 - Nov. 21): Spend
time with an old friend; nothing

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19): Don't
dwell on bad expc:riences of the
past.; nothing shoJld hurt a good
frienddhlp-only strengthen it.
Aquarius (lan 20- Feb 18)' Stay
focused and avoid dispruptions
while completing and important
assignment.
Pisces (Feb 19-March 20): You will
easily pass a difficult test if you
study and concentrate; pay attention
to your health.

TopGrade Staffing Service
"Help yourself' ..... .
Earn Extra Cash!!

ON CAMPUS PART
TIME Students who would
like to be employed on the
campus need to report to The
Office of ,Student Employment, Student Center, Room
206 to register for services and
review available positions.
Most on-campus jobs are filled
by September 15th, but tum
over or development of new
positions create job openings
all year round. All currently
enrolled students are eligible
for employihent on campus.

HOUSE FOR RENT Fully
furnished and equipped. Two
bedrooms. Located in quiet African American neighborhood.
$550 per month plus utilities. No
children/pets please. Security deposit required. Six month lease
available. Call 248-2259/4878.
PART-TIME BABY SITTER needed. ASAP. Late afternoons. Call 347-4578 and ask for
Michelle. -.
EASY CASH. Part-time and
full time openings.
No
expericence necessary. Excellent
personality a must. Great way to
earn money while in school. Call
692-0144.

For the following positions
please apply at The Office of
Student Employment
COMPUTER ANALYST
Coastal Carolina Association
of Realtors, $6.00-$8.00lhr,
20-30 hrs/wk. Major in Computer Science required.

RENTERS!! Myrtle Beach
Resort Condo Living rm, dining
rm, full kitchen, balcony, 2full
baths, 2 bedrooms (one with
queen bed, one with 2single
beds). Pool, sauna, hot tub, game
rm, workout rm, laundry matt,
and ocean view. $800 per month,
utilities included up to $60 per
month. Sept-May call 803-6352061(Gail Parker)

CLERICAUCUSTOMER
SERVICE Vaught Eye Associates, $5.50 and up depending on experie.nce. Any major. 2p.m.-7:30p.m., Mon-Fri
and some Saturdays.

CHURCH NURSERY ATTENDANT Kingston Presbyterian Church, 5-7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening only.
$15.00 and evening meal.
Holiday breaks include Christmas week, Easter week and the
last Wednesday In October
Waccamaw Outlet Park,
multiple positions at many location. Full details in the Student Employment Office.

WAIT STAFFI KITCHEN
HELPER Inlet Crab House,
Murrells Inlet. $5.15 and up depending on experitmce for
kitchen helper. $2.13 + tips for
waitstaff. Will work around your
class schedule.
HOSTES S/CASHIERI
WAITSTAFF Plantation Pancake House, north end of Myrtle
Beach. Pay rates vary by position

While you are continuing
your education, earning money
can be a problem. Where do you
go? How do you arrange for a flexible
schedule? Can you get an intresting job
insted of somthing ''unskilled''? Is it possible to work for the
same people year round and adjust the amount of time you
work as your schedule changes?

THE TOPGRADE TEMPORARIES ALTERNATIVE

'* Work when you want!
'* All this and Good Pay!
'* How to get started........

....• give us a call and we'll schedule you an
interview here for you

TOPGRADE STAFFING SERVICE
HWY 501, 501 PLAZA

803-444-9155 ask for Shawn

"-0..1

Office of Residence Life

347-2406

24 Hour Hotline

The Chanticleer
Positions available:
Photogapher
Editorial Staff
Staff Writers

For more information please stop by the
office in room 203 of the Student Center

The
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The nfamous 497:
don't get psyched out
A strategic plan for
psychology majors
who wish to successfully complete the
department's most
feared course
Pleshette Greggs
StaJJwriter

In the four years since I've
been a Psychology Major here
at CCU. The most talked about
as well as the most feared Psychology course among Psychology students has been the infamous 497.
Well. now that I am a Senior
anticipating graduation in December, I have an opportunity
to be that fly on the wall who is
- finally able to get fir 1 hand
knowledge of exactly what goes
on behind the "iron curtain".
This article is designed to shed
light on to the facts regarding
the 497 course as well as help
dispel the myths that precede a
CCU Psychology Major's having to take the cour e.
As Dr. Joan Piroch's syllabus clearly states." The Applied
Research In Psychology cour e
more commonly referred to by
its catalog number, "497", is
designed to provide the students
with an opportunity to de ign an
original proposal, conduct an
extensive literature re iew,
gather and analyze data, and
prepare a final paper in accordance wi h publication standards of the APA.
In addition a t 5 minute presentation of your work is also
required." The contract which
outlines the course requirements also lists deadlines. for
part of the paper which act as
a calender of the components of
the final draft of the paper which
at first is to be submitted in individual parts.

Thi course was first taught
in 1981; however. in the pas
nine years since ] 983 it has
been taught by Dr. Joan Piroch
Ph.D .. , the current Dean of the
Psychology Department. Dr.
Piroch speaks highly of the
course. She emphasized the u efulness of the cour e for bOlh
those students who are on a
Graduate School track as well
as tho e students who may not
desire to participate in graduated studies as a part of their
immediate hort tenn goal package. In fact. Dr. Piroch hared
the sentiments of her colleague
Dr. Anthony Albiniak Ph.D. regarding the qualities that an applied research course of this
magnitude may create in an individual. Their Ii t included:
Preparation for similar work
that may be required of anyone
anticipating Graduate Studie ;
Having an opportunity to refine
research as well as·public speaking and presentation skill that
will be very u "eful in almo t any
place of future employment,
and last but certainly .not lea 1,
a cour "e of this magnitude WIll
help to build self confiden e and
a trong personal en \) uf al:compti hment. In fact. mo t
students do extremely well in
the cour e. Since Dr. Piroch
began teaching the cour e in
1983, 486 students ha e receIved in tructions under her
and only 11 student ha e not
succe sfully completed the
course during that time frame.
That hould make the cour e
seem less frightening.
Yet, as interviewed orne of
the 22 tudent who are currently enrolled in the 497 cIa
the general expre sian of affect
WIth regard to the cla s included fear, feeling tre ed out,
worry about meeting outlined

deadline and orne were ambivalent. Some tudents from
tlie cIa. s reported that the harde t part of the c1as for them wa
getting _taTted. Some were having a hard time coming up with
a topic a well a valid inventory for the measurement of the
pre cribed ariable".
Yes, the pre ure i on, but it
is suggested by Dr. Piroch that
a student anticipating 497 begin
hi or her proposal ASAP. Even
a emester or two prior to actual taking the clas i not two
early. Therefore a student could
. ubmit the proposal, get 11 approved and have ample time to
concentrate on the literature
search and or data collection.
When. tudents complete the
497 our 'e and go on to graduate a they do, the eem to view
the our e in a more rewarding
light. When asked what ad i e
they would offer tudenl coming behind them, orne reported
getting tarted early and u mg
fa ulty as a wealth of re ouree
information. But, mo t reponded with, RE-SUBMIT,
RE-SUBMIT, RE-SUBMIT It
appeared that the re- ubmi ion
01 draft after draft was the mo t
common advise that the ex-497
. tudents had to offer.
The 497 experience hould
be con idered a privileged when
one take in to account that rna 1
Universitie only offer a course
like thl to their lOp GPA.. earner in P.y. Since 19 7CCUha
proudly cnt 63 P Y students to
Profes ional Conference
where a ceu student has won
an Out tanding Re earch
Award from the South Carolina
P y. A oc. for the Ja t five
years traight. So, there, 497
can be done. Granted. it maya
challenge, but i n't anything
worth ha ing.
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Making followers into eade s,
a program for everyone
Jennifer Coffin
Staff writer

Leadership is a basic and
important skill that everyone
needs to develop, especially
during the college years. In order to enhance these skills, a
leadership program is being
constructed at Coastal Carolina
University.
The combination of leaderhip, communIty er Ice, and
student activitie will provide a
well-rounded program for students.
The main goal. of the leadership programming include increased student involvement on
campus, as well as better preparation for graduation and
beyond.ln order to begin thi
programming, the first accom-

plishment i to provide a leadership facility. With the inclusion of a resource library, thi
facility would accommodate
anyone and everyone with its
open door policy.

...an opportunity
to become more effective leaders ..•
Con truction of the fa ility
begins oon and will be available to <;tudents hopefully by the
Spring Semester.
Al 0, as a part of this programming, leader hip cia e
and workshop will be offered
to tudents in the Spring of
1998. The das e will gi e tudents the opportunity to "learn
through involvement," a said
by Ross Bryan. A si tant Direc-

tor of Student Activitie .
Students will be able to take
active roles in much intended
~Ias· participation. Po ible
leader hip skills that will be offered include time management
and group dynamics.
The leader hip programming will be hnked to
S.T.A.R. as a part of ervice
learning, which bring community service and leader hip
kill together.
Thi will give tudent an
opportunity to become more
eff~ctive kader. through campus activitie and community
service.
If any tudents. faculty. or staff would like more
information, plea e call Ro
Bryan or Debbie Conner in Student Activities at 349-2301.

CAPE
LAND G
APA

TME

Want or
eed
Housing?

TS

We're Ju t Minute A ayFrom CCU.
Spaciou 1,2, & 3 Bedroom Apartmen
Ith
OutstandingAmeniti !
Come Check Out Our Pool, Sauna, Fitn
Center!
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Coastal Life
Student Services
The Academic Center is a network of support labs
designed to promote student success. These labs include:
*Computer Applications
*Mathematics
*Study Skills
*Writing
*Spanish, French, German, or Latin
*Reading
*Test Preparation

Computer Assisted Instruction Library (CAl Lab)
Prince Building, Room 204
The CAl lab provides assistance to students, faculty,
and staff who need help with computer projects. The CAl
lab has state-of-the-art hardware and a collection of
software that support word processing, spreadsheet,
database, graphing, and desktop publishing capabilites on
IBM and Apple computers.

Foreign Language Instruction Lab
Prince Building. Room 213
This lab supports courses offered by the Department
of Foreign Languages. They offer dictionaries and refernce
materials, tutoring by appointment, live television broadcast in foreign languages, foreign language computer
excercises, magazines and newspapers, audio cassette
duplicating, and two audio labs for listening to and
recording class exercises.

Writing Center
Prince Building, Room 209
The Writing Center provides assistance to those who
would like to improve their writing, reading, and study
skills through workshops and individual tutorial sessions.

Mathematics Laboratory
Wall Building. Room 120
The lab is designed to assist students with problemsolving skills and conceptual knowledge in courses such as
Algebra, Geometty, Trigonomety,and Calculus.

. Testing Center
Prince Building. Room 215
The Testing Center is responsible for the administration of national and specialized departmental examinations
as well as all placement testing for the university.

Looking for a good time,
call Coastal Productions
Christine Avallt
Guest writer

Looking for a good time
around Coastal Carolina University? Call 349-2326 and talk
to Coastal Productions to find
out about the fun on Gampus.
Our purpose is to help promote a positive campus culture.
We do it by having fun," said
Porter Medley, Coastal Productions pUblicity manager, who is
ajunior at CCU.
Coastal Productions is a club
of about twenty one members
and five officers, including
Medley; coordinator Christy
Mays, a senior; assistant coordinator Denise Mole, junior"
treasurer Gina Dibitetto, a senior; and secretary Karen
Hatch, ajunior.
Medley said that since
Coastal Productions' faculty director Debbie Conner is of the
Student Activities office, it's
hard to see where the "line is
drawn" between Coastal Productions and the StudentActivities work.
Coastal Productions is in
charge of planning, coordinating, and carrying out all of the
paperwork it takes to plan
events for ceu students.
Coastal Productions has more
than twenty events scheduled
for this semester which includes
open mike night, movie night,
outdoor moves, and concerts in
the park.
.
There's a lot of grunt work
involved in putting together
events, like the luau we had.
The place looked beautiful, but

nobody saw the group of us running around behind the scenes
filling up the cups with ice and
making sure the place didn't fall
apart," said Medley.
However, it is just this type
of work that keeps club members and offices like Mole enjoying the time spend doing
club activities.
It keeps you busy. You never
get bored with this stuff ... it's
fun the whole student body can
join in on without being a part
of the club," said Mole.
Not only are the ~lub members always in the know about
what's happening on campus,
being an officer has its own advantages.
Being an officer has odd benefits. I have a lot of autonomy
in this position, where I can
come in and do my job as I need
to do it. I also got to meet with
rock singer Edwin McCain
backstage, when he performed
here last year, and I had dinner
WIth comedienne Rebecca
Hicks, all because I was an organizer," said Medley.
According to Conner, money
for these events comes from a
$30 student activity fee in fulltime students' tuition. That
money IS dl vlded up between
recreation and intramurals, media, student government, and
Coastal Productions.
Our money is allotted to us
by the Board of Trustees. We
submit our yearly budget, based
on what we used the previous
year. We won't receive this
year's allocation until December," said Medley.

Though officers do not receive pay f9f their work, they
do receive stipends, which is
like financial aid applied against
tuition.
According to the club's constitution, to become an officer,
you must be an active member
of Coastal Productions for one
academic year. After that year,
you can become a treasurer or
secretary and, from there, go up.
Every fall and spring, officers and several members of the
Coastal Productions club attend
the National ASSOCIation For
Campus Activities for the
Southeast Region.
There is no formal training
except for a treasure's workshop," said Medley.
Your training comes from
volunteeting and working with
Coastal Productions before you
become an officer, so you can
guide the next year's members,"
aid Mole.
Coastal Productions is open
to all. There is no club membership prerequisite. Meetings
are held at 2:30 p.m. every
Wednesday in Room 238 of the
Student Center.
I tell everybody about
Coastal Productions. It's just
too mucn lun not to come to our
events," Mole said.
We are the fun on campus,"
said Medley.
For more information or to
make suggestIons as to what
you would like to see be done
at Coastal, call 2326 on campus
or 349-2326 off campus.or stop
by their office in the Student
Center cafeteria.

Signs you have a drinking problem!
The Chanticleer Publication Dates
Fall 1997
Deadline Dates

Publication Dates

August ISlh .............................................................................. August 21st
August 28th .................................................. ...... · ......... ··· ...... September 3rd
September 11th ................................................................... September 16th
September 25th.............................................................~ ...... September 30th
October 9th ......................................................... ··.. ·· .. ·............ October 14th
October 23rd......................................................... ··.·· .............. October 28th
November 6th ...................................................................... November 11th
November 20th ..................................................................... December 2nd
*Events beyond our control can alter thIS schedule.
Any changes will be posted ASAP.
Deadline for submitting articles or information is 5 p.m. on the deadline
date. Submissions must be typed and include a contact person's name and
phone
.
number.
Send submissions to :
TM Chanticleer
P.O. 80)( 1954
Conway, SC 29526
Phone: 349-2330

-The glass keeps missing your mouth!
-You have to hold onto the lawn to keep from
falling otT the earth!
-Hi ocifer. I'm not under the amuence of incohol.
-You think the Four Basic Food Groups are Caffeine,
Nicotine, Alcohol, and Women.
-Your doctor finds traces of blood in your alcohol
stream!
-You've fallen and you can't get up!
-Beertender! Get me another Bar!
-School interfering with your drinking.
-The shrubbery's drunk too, from frequent watering.
-When hangovers became an attractive alternative
lifestyle-please pass the ice pack!
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Perspectives
Is the "Animal House" stereotype of fraternities warrented
and deserved?
He said •••

She said ••.

First off, stereo types are
exactly that. A stereotype is
a tenn used to group a people
together as one, because of
rumors, actions, or the opinions of a small portion of the
group.
To say that all fraternities
are like actors on a movie is

To be honest, I know very
little about fraternities and
what really goes on. My
knowledge has been limited
to a few frat parties and some
general observations. However, 1 am not naive enough
to believe that people join fraternities to become leader
ludicrous. Only a fool would think and serve the community. What fre hman really care about
that fraternities are just about party- that? Fraternities are a fast way to make friends and get into
ing.
all the clubs and drink without being carded. And of cour e,
Fraternities do good things for the we all know that irresistible ex appeal that i a benefit of
campus, community and for each being a frat member. "Oh, I wasn't gomg to have meaningother. Being part of a fraternity is an less sex with you, but since you're in a fraternity .."
honor. Your fraternity brother are
Sure, community ser ice and leadership are a part of
your Brothers thick and thin, they fraternities, but how much does the a erage person really know
will be there for you. Fraternity's are about what they do? Frats will always be judged by the beabout having friends
havior of their

What's the Difference?
Mark ''Doc''Miller
Editorial StilJf

We often find ourselves complaining of things around us that
we either think we have no control over or that we are just to lazy
to try to change. Think back to
the last time you said something
like "'This professor is unfair, tt or
even ''We have no school spirit."
All of these complaints and gripes
can be answered by one simple
gesture. That gesture is GET-

TING INVOLVED!!
Coastal Carolina University
offers a list of over sixty c1ubs,
organization, and interest groups.
A list of these is provided in your
"Student Handbook". These clubs
vary from school oriented clubs
like the Biology Club and the Society of the Under Sea World, to
athletic clubs like the Soccer Club,

and the Lacrosse Club. I even
hear that there is a new Ultimate Frisbee Club out there.
And if none ~f those seem to
tickle your fancy, you can start
your own club with those that
have the same interests.
Now, I
you arc thinlcing, "How will letting involved belp JOe make a
change?" That is simple.
Each club or organization is
represented on the Student
Government Association
(S.G.A.), The S.G.A. is the
strongest voice on campus
and has proven that is can
make a difference. The new
Student Center plans were
presented to the S.G.A.
before whey went into effect. The side walks which
connect the Science Building
to the Prince Building were

know

completed due to the pressures
of the S.G.A. The lights, on the
track and the C- Donn vo)]eyball
court, were erected at the request of the S.G.A.
Class elections are coming
up soon which is just another
way for you to get out and make
your voice beard.
'The bottom line is that students on ~ campus do have a
voice, and just like anywhere,
the morC pe~le saying the
same thing. the louder the voice.
If you are talking by your self,
fewer people will hear you, but
when you join in with the other
five thousand students on this
campus you can't help but be
heard. Come out, make a
change, and get involved. That
will make a difference. In fact.
that is the difference.

What the ... ?! Who keeps turning on the sprinklers?!!!
If you have a morning class in
either the wall building or the
prince building then chances are
you aren't making it to class on
time or dry.
Every morning at 8am the
sprinklers have been going off
right in the middle of rush hour
soaking everone in their paths.
Some of us can dodge this annoying problem but not a)] of us are
fortunate to remember our umbrellas every morning.
Some people have to go risht

Dan Damico, sophomore
"I'd be upset and pissed off."

through the rain to get to the
handicap ramp of the Prince
Building. Unlike many people
one student Bill can't easily
dodge the water by going on
the grass ,and to go around the
building would take alot
longer. "I haven'1 made to
history dry one day thi
week".
Bill i not the only one hindered by this annoyance. Sure
it isn't such a big deal to run
around the building and go

Jeanette Arpin, enior
"I'd be really depressed."

through the other door but we
shouldn't have to.
You are probably wondering,
ju t a I am, why can'1 the gra
be watered at night? Isn't that
what you are suppo ed to do
anyway? I don'l think too
many people will be running
into the prince building at ] 0 pm
or later. Who are you uppo ed
to even complain to a that the
problem can be fixed?

Kathleen Freed, senior
"I'd stay with him."

Editorial Board

A few good men
Three women& a sandwich maker
Thi is not another mal bashing, "we the women that run Jth
wolve", epic. aga attempt at pit ,because we no find u el e
alone in our offi e at 4:00 in the morning warming our ry
embra able bodie next to the andwlch maker, whl halo en-e
a our link to the world of all thmg e(hbJe. It 0 ur to our gr up
that, (e pe lally In light of rent e en th t III n t be n
p]etely mentioned in thi editorial. but that do refl t greatl on
the male population ofC a tal Carolina, ther i n pIa ar un
here to meet de ent guy!
"Where are we going with thi ", yell a 01 e rom th
office. "Definitely not to anyone' bedr m", another OIce replie defiantly. 0 here i the que tIOn, where are th d cent men
hiding? We are not that cary. In fa t w are rath r attra ti e
intelhgent, good humored and witty. 0 what the pro lem?
"ME !," the voice again re pond whole heartcdly. Thi ould
po ibly be true, gl en tho e really ta teful and
la11 acceptable T-shirt and flyer, . een adding culture and beauty to ur
beloved campu .
There i one among u who j mitten with a certaIn male who,
strangely enough, (not unlike those of hI ·ind) i c mpl t I
oblivious to her affection. Another que tion i now po ed, "are
men really that den e?" The oice from the bac again add her
two cents, "Hell Yeah!!, they're as dumb as , .... well they're
dumb as men !"
But seriously , what do we have to do to get your attention,
affection, admission that you really need u ! We hav tried ju
about everything and we compiled a top ten "best guy getter' Ii

# 10) We have shorten our skirts and lowered our tops
19) We have sat through movies such "event horizon'\ and ,.
blood sport",
ItR) Wt':. hJlve a.ttended numerous soortine: events and lied about
the extent of our knowledge about said game.
#7) We have followed you and your buddies to "debbies double
d sports loun~"
#6) We have put up with your poor oral abilities and eben com
mended you on your incredible talent
#5) We have put up with your pathetic choice of attire, such as
those short white running socks with dre pan ,or even
better those pants that with the saggy butt.
#4) We have shaved our legs every day, sometime twice a day
while all the while putting up with you saying "Gee your
legs are like sandpaper"
#3) We have kissed you when you haven't haved In day,
AND SAID OTHI G!
#2) We have cooked you your favonte meal only to ha e y u
turn around and comment that your mother ne er made It
that way
#1) and the number one thing we have done in order to get a
guy to fall in Jove with u ,"ME U E LOVE TO GET
SEX, WOME USE EX TO GET LO E", en u h aid'
But eriously, we don't mean to male ba h, we areju tired
not finding men that are enou ly intere ted In u . WHE
A
YOU!?
Girl you know what we mean. Ha e you don omethm el
ju t as funny or Ilher that we could pnnt In th next paper If y u
are a decent guy and feel intrigued at all b the e que tlon pI
end your re pon e to th chanu leer (A full pag 0 0 ph t
would al 0 be nice)

Mark "Doc" Miller, Jumor
"Concern for her automatically and my elf depending
on whether we were exuaUy
active with eac other or not.'

mor
utm
If
and get he oed. I'd th n
as wh re h got it from.
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Column

Volleyball team bounces back after rough start
by winning Coastal Carolina Classic

Women's VoIIeybaII(5-5):
@UNC Charlotte Tournament
(Charlotte, NC) Sept. 20-21
-Sept. 20, Sal- Minnesota, 10:30 a.m.
-Scpt. 20, Sat.- Appalachian Sl, 5:30 p.m.

-Sept. 21, Sun.· UNC Charlotte. 2 p.m.
-Scpl23. Tue,· Owieston Southern. 7 p.m.
-Sept. 27. Sal- UNC Asheville. 1 p.rn.
-Sept 28, Sun.- UMBC. 1 p.ID.

N2tm
The Lady Chants have won
4 of their last 5. They
enter conference play
September 23. The UNC
Charlotte Tournament will
be important as Coastal
tries to improve their 1. 4 record away from home.

Men's Soccer(3-2):
-Sept 20, SaL· Campbell. 7 p.m.
@ Miami of OhlolKtlme Thurnament
(Oxford, Ohio) Sept 27-28
-Sept. 27. Sat· Wisconsin·Milwaukee, 3 p.rn.
-Sept. 28, Sun.· Miami of Ohio. ] p.m.
~

With a team of 18
freshman, things seem to
be going up as the team
begins to mold together.
The upcming tournament
in Ohio should add more
necessary experience for
this young team.

Kit Kadlec
Staffwritn

A dismal beginning (5-5) for
the Lady Chants brought the future of the season into question.
Coastal's first game was a success. The Chants disposed of
conference foe, Liberty, in four
sets.
Then things turned around as
the Chants lost to Liberty, llIinois, Delaware, Virginia, and
College of Charleston. These
games may be a measuring
stick for the Chants proving

Women's X-Country:
@MinnesotalNike Invitional· Sept.
27, 10 a.m.

Staff writer

~

Men's X-Country:
@lona Meet of Champions (New
York, Ny) Sept. 27, 11 :45 3.m
~

A disappointing beginning has left
the team in a ditch. Albert Edman
had the biggest highlight ot the
year so far by his third place finish
at UNC Wilmington.

Men's and Women's

Golf:
@UNCW Intercollegiate
(Wilminton, NC) Sept. 29-30.

Starting next week, the
sports page will have a
intramural athlete of the
week and a regular athlete of
the week. The two athletes
chosen will recieve a free
pizza. To help with the
selection process, especially
in inlfamurals, please bring a
description your nominee for
your team to the Chanticleer
office, clo Kit Kadlec. Or
you can call your nominee in
at 349-2330. There is no
limit to the number of
nominees, but please include
a reason, such as a stat or a
great play you can decribe.

against Minnesota, Appalachian
State, and UNC Charlotte before beginning conference play.
The Chants have been on a
roll lately, winning their own
tournament, the Coastal Carolina Classic. They then beat
UNC Wilmington (1-7) in their
most recent match 3-0.
Emma Prowse currently
leads the team inkills with 110.
The number of kills as a whole
for the Chants has decreased
some since last year. The
Chants have gone from having
14.6 kills a game last year to
13.08 currently. Oppon~nt's
kills have stayed pretty much
the same, going from 12.56 to

Cross-Country Team
wins first two meets
Kit Kadlec

This is one ot the toughest meets if
not the toughest meet on the team's
schedule. A good finish may put
them in the top 20 nationally. They
are currently ranked 30th.

they may not yet be ready for
some of the better teams in the
country.
Last year was similar in that
Coastal was very successful in
conference (13-1), yet lost to
teams considered to be on a
higher level of competition than
the Big South Conference, such
as Clemson, Georgia Tech, and
Buffalo.
These difficult opponents
may prove pragmatic though as
it will prepare them for an inevitably difficult opponent if
Coastal again reaches the NCAA
Tournament.
Coming up this month the
Chants will be tested again

With two of their top runners dropped out of the race, the
30th ranked Lady Chants managed to still win over 25th
ranked Georgia, South Cawlina, and UNC Asheville at a
meet Saturday at USc.
Coastal's Jolene Williams
(17:32:87) won the race with
teammates Laurie Occhipinti
(18: 11 :21) and Corina Hopkins
(18:35:31) taking the second
and third spots respectively.
This is second consecutive
time this year the Lady Chants
have taken the top three spots.
"Everybody is coming together real well," said Williams.
Coastal's top runner,
Catherine Conder, dropped out
of the race after a slow start.
Conder, two time Big South
Conference Runner of the Year,
won the team's first meet at

UNC Wilmington.
Last year's team finished
ranked 25th nationally. If
Coastal is successful in their
next meet, they should easily
break that ranking.
"20 of the top 30 teams in
the country are going to be at
Minnesota," saia Williams.
"l1lal' rcally going to show u
how good we are."
The team hopes to improve
on last year by qualifying for
nationals. Last year's team finished third in their district tournament. The top two teams
qualified.
"I think if everyone stays
healthy, we'll go to nationals,"
said Williams. "It's just a matter of staying injury free and
working together."
The men's team finished
last in a three team field at
USC. Albert Edman was the top
finisher for Coastal coming in
at sixth place. Edman finished
third at UNC Wilmington in
which Coastal finished third in
a four team field.

Goals by Bleakley and Riddle carry team
Coastal (3-2) defeated
Catawba (2-2) 3-1 Saturday on
goals all by freshmen. In fact,
the Chants have yet to have a
goal this year that was not
scored by a freshman.
After falling 1-0 early in
the game, Stuart Riddle scored
twice on penalty kicks.
Brandon Bleakley, tied
with Riddle on the goal lead,
put the finishing touches on

12.74 cUl)'entiy.
Freshmen Kacy Fenili and
Jelena Mirkovic are trying to
replace the loss of Big South
MVP Roberta Croteau to graduation. So far they average 2.11
kills a game combined, while
Croteau averaged 3.93.
Look for the upcoming
games to prove whether the
Lady Chants can handle a tough
schedule. Although conference
matches are the most important
in the regular season, getting the
confidence that they can tackle
a team of equal or greater skill
may be essential if they plan to
advance in the NCAA Tournament.

Freshmen dominate
the scoring for
Coastal Soccer
Kit Kadlec
Staff writer

Photo by Kit Kadlec

Brandon Bleakley prepares for a hug from a
teammate Michael Parry after scoring a goal.

the game with hi~ third goal at
77:49. Freshman keeper Chris
Malinky had five saves.
Sophomore Joel Banta,
with one assist, is the only nonfreshman to even have a point.
The Chanticleers started out
well by defeating Mercer and
conference foe South Alabama.
They then were outscored 9-2
in losses to Jacksonville and

Trainer
MasaMorita
and Head
Banta help
Coach
Paul
carry
off
Jacob Kurey

rJ~:_~~a~~~··Lllli~
COAS fA' •
I..

~~

*
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Gudjon Gudjonsson puts his hands in the air after BrallldonJ
Bleakley scores a goal to put the Chants up 3-1 vs. Catawba.
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IF YOU LIKE BEING PART OF THE FUN, JOIN US EVERY WEDNESDAY AT 2:30P
ROOM 208 OF THE STUDENT CENTER. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 349-2326
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Greek flags fly high over CCU
Jessica Day
Staff writer

Notice something different
as you pull on campus lately?
Flags are now located between the Student Center and
the Campus Bookstore, boasting the letters of each Greek organization on campus.
The flag raising was held on
September 7, after the all-Greek
bar-b-que. All the fraternities
and sororities are excited about
this new addition to the campus,
and have been preparing for the

event since last year.
Each organization had to
help pay for the flagpoles and
provide their own flag. Due to
some mix-ups in the scheduling
of the event, it got started about
an hour late and, due to the extremely hot weather, some of
the pep seemed to leave the participants.
Sigma Phi Epsilon made an
impressive appearance when
they arrived in two limousines,
one displaying their flag.
Other fraternities present
were Pi Kappa Phi, Pi Kappa
Alpha, Sigma Nu, and Tau

Kappa Ep~ilon. The sororities
whose flags are now rat sed are
Phi Sigma Sigma, 9amma Phi
Beta, Sigma Sigma Sigma, and
Alpha Sigma Alpha.
Once the event began the
spirits rose again, as !FC president, Marc (DOC) Miller, reminded everyone to wear their
letters "proudly."
The president of each organization raised their own flag.
They will remaii'l on display
from dawn on Monday to dusk
Friday every week, representing
the dedication of the Greeks on
campus.

Sigma Nu Entertains Conway Boy's Home

Plwto by Beth Roddick

On Sunday, September 7th, the new Greek flags were raised
for the first time.

The brothers of Sigma Nu pose for a picture with a few of
the chlldren from the Conway Boy's Home.
Dan Bonnet
Guest writer

The Brother's of Sigma Nu
like welcome everyone to another school year. We hope everyone had a great summer and
we're looking forward to a great
FALL RUSH. We'd also like
to welcome Ross Bryan as our
new Greek Life Coordinator,

we're happy to have him
aboard.
Even though it~s still early
in the semester, the brothers
have been busy.' In addition to
our usual activites, we have
been devoting much of our time
and energy to local charity. On
Spetember 6, we were given the
opportunity to entertain thechildren of the Conway Boy's
Home for the afternoon.
The day consisted of playing
kickbal and football between
the Wall and Prince Building.
It's not everyday that these kids
get out and do something fun.
Seeing all the smiles on the kids
faces made the brothers of
SIgma Nu look forward to another day withthe kids. We all
had a great time and hope to do
it again soon.
We'd like to wish good luck
to all, and we hope everyone has,
a great year.

TKE welcomes everyone back
Greg Rosato
Gllest Writer

rrs
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PRIVILIGE ! ! !

The Brothers of Tau Kappa
Epsilon would like to formally
welcome back the faculty, student body, and Greeks of
Coastal Carolina University,
and especially
Roy Talbert, head of the History department and our colony
advisor. Welcome Back! We
would also like to inform the
public on what's going on with
TKE. And since rush is here,
plug our names as #1 on campus. Tau Kappa Epsilon is becoming a leader in community
service activities. With the help
of Habitat for Humanity, Adopt
a Highway, and the American
Heart Association we can make
a significant difference in our
community. But we still aren't
satisfied, so this year we will be

on a 'Mission from God" to provide more services for people in
need.
But this doesn't mean all
work and no play, because that
'makes Jack a dull boy'. So
TKE will be having periodic
events, such as, the upcoming
rush events, Rocktoberfest, Halloween Havoc, and other college type activities. So keep in
touch with yo-ur local TKE
brother to find out what's going on with us and the rest of
campus.
Tau Kappa Epsilon would
also like to congratulate Ross
Bryan for receiving the position
of Greek Life Coordinator for
'97 -98'. As the figuehead for
the positive brotherhood and
community we, the Brothers of
TKE, will seek to maintain our
impeccable record and overshadow the fraternity standerds.

Attention Greeks
Let people know what you are accomplishing.
Notify The Chanticleer
of your upcoming events.
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ation for a
Find Out Why·We're #1
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Thes., Sept. 16 - Wings orld (food
Wed., Sept. 17- Studen Center Game
Thurs., Sept. 18- BBQ behind
0

e .

-

0

-7 . . . . . . . . .

For more info. call Jame Ander on or
Darby Lykins at 233-1000 (beep)

THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF ME ,PIKE, .....
.............AND THOSE WHO 'ANT TO BE !.
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Campus Times

Things aren't the way they use to be
Christine Avant
Guest Writer

Coastal Carolina University
has been doing some remodeling and campus life is not what
it use to be.
"There are hundreds of students and it's going to take a
while for them to realize that
there are things happening on
campus, but when they do, I
believe we're going to see
plenty of positive feed back,"
said Debbie Conner is Coastal
Productions' Weekly Meeting.
"A lot of people would say,
'Is there campus life?' I would
say, 'Yes, there certainly is,'"
she said after the meeting.
Conner has been the Student
Activities Director and faculty
advisor for the Student Government Association (SGA),
Coastal Productions, and various clubs on campus for the past
four years.
This semester not only
brought in a lot of new students,
but it also introduced more oncampus, student activities, such
as Friday Concerts in the Park
and Monday Night Football.
There are forty active, nonGreek clubs on campus and
twelve fraternities and sororIties. Conner said many of them
are starting to hold activities on
campus. Clubs are having
dances, Greeks have scheduled
RUSH events in the new game
room, and the African Ameri-

can club is hosting a Spades
Tournament in the Cino Grill
September 18.
"Clubs haven't had the
space to do stuff like this before, so this in new to everybody," said Conner.
"I've seen our campus
completely change over the last
four years, so our events arc
changing," said Conner.
Clubs are growing in number, along with the students.
Conner estimated that, including participation in Greek life,
a little over fifty percent of the
student population is involved
with student activities.
"The only thing we really
need, other than a football team
and Greek housing, is more student involvement. There's
something to do for everyone,
but people don't want to bother
showing up. I've heard a lot
complaints about having a great
pool room and no one to playa
game of pool with," said Farrar.
However, getting involved
at CCU can mean more than
winning a game of pool.
"Getting involved on campus is very important. Grad
schools, other colleges, and
companies look at how involved students were in their
schools. They would choose
someone who was in some little
club before they would someone who wasn't involved at all,
" said Porter Medley, publicist
for Coastal Productions.

If students get involved,
they're eligible for benefits. In
some organizations, executive
board positIons offer stipends.
I know several of the Coastal
Productions positions get out
of state waivers on their tuitions," Conner said.
SGA will be giving a $50
gift to the club with the highest number of new student recruitments. When students
sign up for a club, they will
receive a ticket which will entitle them to free food and
drinks while they are at the
park.
The free "stuff," concerts,
movies, clubs arid other activities are paid for by a $30 student activity fee that is included in the tuition of all fulltime students. the money is divided up between recreation
and intramurals, media, SGA,
and Coastal Productions.
A panel is formed of one
student representative from
each of the academic schools,
two SGA officers, the Coastal
Productions coordinator and
one random student is chosen
by the SGA president and approved by the SGA congress.
This panel judges how the
money the SGA receives will
be divided among the clubs.
If students want their
money's worth while their at
CCU, they should start checking out what's going on around
campus.

130 pt/sf Student Union

m
liThe Joy of t11, Lord Is OurStrength"
BSU: A Plate-Full of Food and
a Head Full of Knowledg~
Brian Fields
Guest Writer

The Baptist Student Union
(BSU) is making an impact on
the campus of Coastal Carolina
University. If you do not believe
this, ask people who have attended their meetings.
The BSU has make it their
goal to make all the students at
Coasal feel like they can come
out and enjoy a plate of food and
a have a good time with other students. Recently they played a
part in bringing the Rick Gage
Crusade to Horry County_
This crusade brought thousands of young people, church
goers, college students, and
Horry County residents out to
enjoy big name speakers like
Brad Scott, University of South
Carolina Head Football Coach,
Aaron Jeoffrey, a nationally
reconized Christian music duet,
and Rick Gage, a nationally

reconized speaker. 'BSU is dedicated to offer a club on campus
that feels like horne with leaders that care about you, where
people can be involved in an
assonInent of activities and take
a break from homework and
dorm life, and enjoy yourself for
the night. BSU is starting a discussion on goals, there importance and how they should be
set.
If you have trouble accomplishing your goals or just want
to set some for yourself, come
out and listen. The second part
of the study will be on how to
accomplish these goals. BSU
meets every Monday night at
6:30 p.m. in the Student Center
Room 208. No need to eat dinnerwe've got your covered! We
are waiting for you! Don't forget "See you at the Pole" is
Wednesday, September 17 at 7
a.m. This is a nationally
reconized day of prayer for our
nation's schools.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

$5.00 PER TEAM
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 18, 1997:
•
•
:
CINO GRILLE 6PM
•
••

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SPONS.ORED BY THE AFRICAN AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

THE

AFRICAN AMERICA
ASSOC A110
MEETS WEDNESDRYS 3:00PM
SIR[ 284
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Arts & Entertainment

irt of sc
Jessica Johnston
Staff writer

Not long after his birth, Dr.
Charles Wright began work on
the bright yellow and black
sculpture, which was places on
campus Wednesday, August
27th. But then again he also
began work on an the pieces
which he has produced thus far.
As a toddler, Dr. Wright was
always "tearing toys apart to see
how they worked." Today as an
adult, and chair of the art department, you hopeful1y won't find
him in his office,tearing apart a
Tonka Truck, but rather in the
sculpture studio behind the art
building sawing, welding and
affixing a variety of structural
elements to create, not destroy,
commanding sculpture.
Coastal has been discussing
the placement of a sculpture on
campus for several years.
Through the foresight of both
Director of Facilities manage-

ment Stan Godshall and Executive vice president and chemistry professor Dr. Sally Horner,
they were able to persuade
Coastal Carolina President Ron
Ingle to place the sculpture on
campus.
The sculpture is located on
the lawn to the right of the
Singleton building. The visibility and the traffic were factors

"If anyone on
campus has a
suggested title
it will be considered"
which made this the best site on
campus. "Most people go to the
Library, I just wanted it to be at
the (epicenter) crossroads," said
Dr. Wright.
The materials used to
create the sculpture were struc-

tural steel, stainless steel, and
oil based lacquer. Dr. Wright
also used elements from previous sculptures to create his artwork which took about 6
months to create from start to
finish.
Dr. Wright considers his
work non objective and it has
no title as of yet '''The name has
not been decided , but if anyone on campus has a suggested
title it will be considered."
This particular piece of Dr.
Wrights work has already been
featured at the Green hill center for North Carolina Art for
one year.
This was made possible
through the Tri State Sculpture
organization which represents
sculptors in No. Carolina, So.
Carolina, and Virginia. Currently Dr. Wright is in the bidding process to bring the Tri
State Sculpture annual show to
Coastal Carolina's campus
somewhere around the year

2000.

e

Pho, by BJ Rin.8do.JU

New addition to Coastals campus. Sculpture by Dr. Charles
Wright has been placed between the Student Center and the
Singleton Building.
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By Jeff Farley

Cashing in on the beginning of the Fan .
movie season is The Game. This suspense thriller, from David Fincher, the
maker of Seven, is so well done that 1
was unable to leave the edge of my seat.
Michael Douglas (The Star Chamber,
Falling Down) and Sean Penn (She's So
Lovely, Bad Boys) star in this intensly
gripping psychological thriller.
Al!hough much of the violence and
gore depicted in Seven is missi ng from
this effort, the suspense and surprise fill
in the gaps nicely.
Douglas is stunning as a multi-millionaire who recci yes a gift certificate for his
very own game from his younger brother
(Penn). Although Douglas IS unaware
throughout much of the film's beginning,
his game is already going on all around
him.
Watching Douglas figure out who he
can and cannot trust is as nerve-racking
and frustrating as one can imagine. This
paranoia creatf''' a story in which the players constant ,-hange side throughout
the movi e'
r lIO n. It is d iffie' It
enough for udience mem ~
p
track, that for Douglas, it eventually bt!comes impossible.
If suspense is what you want out of a
movie, don't miss The Game.
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Computer Net

Beware of byte eating b gs
ChadVarn
SlajJwriter

It's six a.m. eastern standard time, January first, twothousand. You wake up early
to finish that particle physics
paper you've been working on
for months.
You sit at your desk and
power up an old 486 mM compatible computer your parents
gave you when you left for college. The screen flickers for a
second and then it just freezes.
The operating system never
loads and your hard drive is
quiet, not making its' tell-ten
rattling sound. You. keep your
cool and reboot the computer.
Nothing, still locks up. You
reboot again. Again nothing.
You try one last time, even giving the CPU a knock on the side
for good measure. Still nothing.

rives, any system using this format will see the year as 00. The
computer can not distiguish
1900 from 2000, and this is
what causes a problem.
Imagine for example that
you receive a credit card
staement shortly after the year
2000. Your minimum payment
states that you owe $100,000
due to interest that has built up
from the year 1900.
Sound far fetched? It isn't,
an incident like this could occur in a system that has not been
fixed to accept a four digit date
format.
When you think of how
dependent our nation is on computers, you'll begin to see how
serious and far reachng this
problem is. Computers have
been integrated into almost every asspect of our lives, they
control many things we take for
granted.
Air traffic control equipment, automobiles, medical
equipment, communications,

many computers when the year
2000 arrives. It's called the year
2000 bug, also known as the
Y2K bug and the millennium
bug.
No matter what it is called,
this bug could virtually bring
the our nation, even possibly the
world to it's knees. The bug can
cause computer systems to either return incorrect or corrupt
data or cause systems to simply
fail.
The culprit of the bug is
the dating system most hardware and software uses. In the
late sixties early seventies, computers had very little memory.
In order to save as much
memory as possible, programmers used the following format
to show date dd/mrn/yy.
Although later on more
memory became available,
most programmers continued to
use the six digit date format.
Even today some programmers
use this format.
When the year 2000 ar-
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financial corporations, utilities, the dcllar figure at around $600
traffic signals and national de- billion dollars.
Currently almost half of
fense. All these use and rely on
all companies in the United
computer systems.
Why not just have pro- States are working on the probgrammers put the extra two dig- lem. A small minority have acits in the date? Although it tually fixed the problem. There
sounds simple enough, it isn't. still remains a great majority
Programs have many lines· of who have yet to !lddress the
code, from a few thousand to problem.
It is also estirpated that the .
several million.
Finding the lines of code that demand for programmers will
are responsible for the date is increase as the new mil1enium
like searching for the proverbial gets closer. For programmers
this may also mean that salaries
needle in the haystack.
For example, if you had a will increase as the demand inprogram with twenty million creases.
For the personal computer
lines of code and you had one
programmer spend at least one user if you have a newer syssecond per line, working an tem, the year 2000 bug may not
eight our work shift, five days . effect your computer. Owners
a week, it would take approxi- of older machines however,
mately 231 days to look over the may experienc~ serious problems.
entire program.
Now imagine doing that on
For more information follow
all the computers in the United
States. Not only will it be time this URL:
http://www/
consuming, it will also be exycar2000.com
pensive. Current estimates put
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'The journey begi s i
Atlanta: -nal dest-na
Erika Heineman
Cuesr

~nrer

On Friday, eptember 12.
Phi Alpha Delta (P.A.D
member, Pre ident 'h n
Toole, Vice Pre ident En a
Hememann, Trea urer Cher) I
BUller-Adams, Secretary Lura
Par ell . SGA-Repre entatl e
Jim Hale and Member hlp
Committee ChaIrper on Sandra
o erca h, as well ru two gu t.
Kori Cutter and Bill tanton. all
traveled LO Atlanta Ge rgJa ~ r
a Law chool Adml IOn
Council (LSAC) pon ored
evenl. LSAC wa host to a law
chool work h p/inform ti n
fair.
After dining and tounng in
the beautiful, hi ton "HOTLA TA" downtown rea. Lh
group retired to the C mfort
Inn, only one bi ck a\\a from
IX

Members of the Pre-law fraternity, Phi J\,lpha Delta
recently went to Atlanta for a law school cOl\vention.

Th re \\a more th

t

I'"TO

mlm tr tl e repre entatl e
lh \\ay from MalO to Fl nda
fr mouth Car lIn La Tex
and thr ugh ut C liforma up
II
e eryt Oreg n a
where in between.
Th fourm pr
onl the chan e t

"La

hool" which were runnm
through oul th da . Th re w
al 0 th option to it in on any
one of the many mformatlve
Ii e panel pre entation .
The e were ho ted by admi ion and financial aide officers, as weJl as recent graduate •
all readily available to an wer
question and offer advice. The
topics ranged from "TheApplication Proce "to • Financing a
Legal Education Work hop"
and a pre entation entitled,
"Law School."
An extra highlight that two
of the
tudent, En 'a
Heinemann and Cheryl ButlerAdam • enjoyed taklOg advan-

626-BIKE

a
Center Room 205.
He tated •• You n reall
benefit from becoming member, can idering that {; t th
Phi Alph Delta a a I
co er alma t all a the
which alia ed u to reI
fun and leaI'D."

PHI

TH
00

205

T

r--------Tha

SKATERS
II SIS A HWY. sUi MYRiLE

TED
BEAtH sqll

WA

Just a note of t hanks to
Jessica and Beth for not
deserting me this deadline.

I
I
I
I P.S. Thanks for the coffee
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Student Government Association

From the office of the SGA President
Donnie Jones
SGA President

Welcome to what promises to
be yet another fun filled year of
politics in Coastal's Student
Government Association. I say
"fun filled because I do enjoy
my job, but there are times when
the sheer audacity of certain
members of the Administration
here at Coastal simply amazes
me.
It all started about three
weeks after I assumed this office back in April of this year.
At the Faculty Senate meeting on May 7th, an additioon
was made to the Student Code
of Conduct that makes it a violation of that Code to "over-extend" the budget of a stuent organizations.
I attended that meeting and
fought to have that addition re-

jected, and I was amazed to find
that there were some key administrators and a handful of
Faculty Senate to amend the
addition so that it now reads
"willful over-extension of the
budget of a student organization" .
What does this mean to you?
It's one more bit of control the
adminstration has over the students. If an organization or club
spends more money thatn it has
in its budget, you can be brought
up on charges before the Campus Jucicial Board. But they
have to prove the over-extension was willful. I wonder how
many times in the past few years
various departments here at
Coastal have gone over budget?
So now we're at the third
week of classes and I have never
seen so many cars and so few

places to park in my four years
here at Coastal. You'd think
that maybe a parking garage or
an additonal parking lot was in
the making, right? WRONG!
I was sent a memo from
someone asking me to send two
students repre)entatives to 'the
next meeting of the Building
and Grounds Committee, but
this memo stated no tome,
place, or date. Two days later I
was inform~d that athletic director Buddy Sasser was
requestiong that sixteen student
parking spaces be re-designated
as 'faculty/staff' parking spaces
next to the Singleton building
for his personnell.
If we allow them to take sixteen there, where will they take
the next sixteen? The Wall
Building? The Science Building? If the truth is known, ev-

ery parking sot at Coastal is
"faculty/staff" parking.
If a student parks in one of
their spaces, he or she gets a $10
ticket. If a member of the faculty of staff parks in a student
space, nothing is done. No
ticket or anything.
Last year alone, over $94,00
was collectd in parking fines
alone. Over $41,000 was generated from the sale of parking
decals and faculty/staff members are allowed to register their
first car free of charge!
Supposedly, this issue is going to be re-visited in some upcoming meeting of the Building
and Grounds Commitee, an.d I
along with Ted Beaudry will be
there. But we need your help.
Get on the phone and call the
members of the Building and
Grounds Commitee and let

Donnie Jones, SGA President
them know you don't want any
more spaces taken away from
the students. Attend the next
meeting of the Student Senate
on Mondays at 3:00 p.m. in
Wall 309.
Get involved in Student
Government. The things we
deal with affect us All!

Hear me, hear me New position added to SGA:
Jeff Farley
Staff writer

Have you ever glanced
around campus and wondered,
"How can I make my voice
heard?"
Many students complete
their education without ever figuring out the answer to this
question. At Coastal Carolina
University, the voice of the student body is known as the Student Government Association,
or SGA. This organization
stands ready and willing to see
that the voices of students are
heard by those who can implement real change and improvement on campus.
The SGA is comprised of a
six-member executive board
and 65 student representatives.
Executive board membeers are
elected every spring through a
campus-wide general election.
Representatives are chosen by
the club or organization to
which they belong. In addition
to these official members, all
students are welcome to attend
the SGA's weekly meetings.
Jason Hopkins, SGA vice
president, descnbes the primary
goal of the SGA as "serving the
legitimate needs and purposes
of the students." The SGA also
acts as a liaison between the students and the administration.
"We take the most popular suggestions offered by students and
approach the proper administrators with the concerns," he said.
The executive board receives
and allocates funds for student
use based on a percentage of
total enrollment monies.
Hopkins estimated that total to
be approximately $30,000 per
year. The board hears funding
requests from all student organizations and distributes money
to those that are approved. The
number of student concerns received by the board almost al-

ways demands the total expenditure of this account.
Some projects seem to remain on an almost permanent
list of concerns for the SGA.
Improvement of the campus library and a more expansive
parking program are \wo such
issues. Other conceerns raised
during last year's election
weeere the possible construction of a campus television station as wen as the possibility of
a campus radio station.
Evidence of the SGA's success in implementing change on
campus can be found in the
university's Student Center.
What had previously been a
merely functional cafeteria and
lounge were, through great efforts by SGA members,
trandformed over this summer
into the Cino Grille and Game
room.
Hopkins described this
change as an example of what
can be accomplished through
hard work and compromise.Mr.
Hopkins said that he wants all
students to feel comfortable approaching the executive board
with suggestions and concerns.
He stated that this year's board
is made up of ambitious and
capable members who are willing to take up the students'
cause. Last spring's elections
yielded the following executive
board:
President Donald Jones is
a senior majoring in political
science and history.
Vice president Jason
Hopkins is a political science
major pursuing minors in
biology and marine science.
Hopkins is also a senior.
Treasurer Michael Dunbar
is a senior studying political
science.
Secretary Meghan
McCormick is a business
major in her junior year.
Parliamentarian Tiffany
Crawford is also a junior,
studying marine science.

Director of Communications
.Jeffrey Farley
Staff Writer

On Monday, September 8,
the Student Government Association convened for its first
meeting of the 1997-1998
school year.
During tbat meeting, the
senators confirmed president
Don Jones' appointment of Mr.
Ted Beaudry to the position of
Director of Communications.
Ted is a New Jeresy native
attending his second year here
at CCU. As a sophomore, he is
seeking a double maior in Business Management and Political
Science. He became involoved
wIth the SGA last fall when he
experience some unhappiness
and frustration with many situations on campus. When he realized that, through SGA, he
could alleviate some of the
problems around campus, he
acted.
Spending two to three hours
each day going door to door at
the residence halls, Ted was
soon well known among his fellow students.
Last year, Mr. Beaudry held
the office of president of the
fresman class. This year's appointment will provide him
even greater ability to seek and
incite change on campus.
This is the tirst time that the
SGA has appointed an individual to this position. The Director of Communication has
been created so that the SGA
might better serve the student
body.
Vice-president Jason
Hopkins
described
the
Director's positions as " ... a
liasion to clubs an organizations."
Futhermore, Mr.
Beaudry will act as a press secretary for the SGA, alerting students to changes and progress
within the organization. Jones

described Mr. Beaudry as the
SGA'snew'gotoman'. Hesaid
the director would " ... ge the
word out among groups, as well
as indIvidual students."
When asked what he intends to do with his new position, Ted ·said that his main goals
are to decrease "student apathy,
and to increase communicatin
between the students and their
government."
To achieve these ends, Mr.
Beaudry has been granted full
access to the SGA executive
office in the student center. He
will also benefit from having the
ear of the SGA president, to
whom he may voice his concern
about this campus' reactions,
needs, and apathy toward student govenment.
When asked why Mr.
Beaudry was the best individual
for this task, Vice-president
Hopkins described him as "very
motivated, ambitious, and dependable,"
During last year's elections,
Beaudry helped to organize
Hopkins' campaign. Above and
beyond that task, however,
Hopkins attributes the large
voter turnout last year to efforts
made by Mr. Beaudry. "He
approached and executed his
ideas from every angle,"
Hopkins said. "If anyone can
do it, Ted Beaudry can."
Don Jones described
Beaudry as "very enthusiastic"
and an individual who "confronts things head on." He said
that during last year's election,
he and Ted were constantl at
odds with one another.
As Ted vigorously
campaignd for Jones' opposition, it is understandable that
they would not see eye to eye.
After coming to know Beaudry,
however, Jones realized that the
same qualities which infuriated
him about Ted were the very

qualities that were essential to
members of the SGA administration. Tenacity, motivation,
enthusiasm. Jones predicts that
Mr. Beaudry will be "one of the
key players in student government in the next few years."
During a recent interview,
Ted cited three issues which he
plans to confront right off the
bat. He intends to stand against
the administration's motion to
change several student parking
spaces into faculty/staff spaces.
He is also interested in supporting more activites and pro- .
grams, especiallv for studentC\
living in the residence halls. His
third major goal is to address
safety concerns with regard to
"M" Dorm.
Ted Beaudry can be reached
through the SGa office on the
first floor of the student center.
His mailbox is located on the
second floor of that quilding.
He can be reached at 349-2318.

Coming Soon

Class
Elections

Let
your
voice
be
heard
For information pll'aw Sl'l'
SlI'.an in StlHil-nt .\dh ilk ...
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Serenity:

•

Travel

st a pa

Photo by Da~e Myroup

Jen Coffin takes a break from paddling along the senic Waccamaw River. The Waccamaw
is a five million year old river that runs between CCU and historical downtown Conway.
Jennifer Coffin
Staff writer

I have never been canoeing
before, and the thought of the
opportunity really excited me.
My friend, Dave Myroup and I
pulled into the Conway Marina
parking lot on that friday afternoon with thoughts of adventure in our minds. I viewed the

whole experience as a grand
adventure. Even the weather
cooperated with our plans, with
its bright blue skies and warm
sun.
With the a i tance of Joe
Davis at the Conway Marina,
we prepared for our adventure.
We pushed the canoe into the
water and gathere~ life jacket
and paddles. A' the empty ca-
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noe gently rocked in the water,
chills ran down my body. I wa
lightly fearful of falling into
the water or tipping the canoe
over. However, with the guidance of Dave and Joe, I wa
shown how to carefully tep
into the middle of the cano .
Then I hifted my body to the
• eat in the front of the canoe. I
wa reminded with the experi-

enced word of Joe, that th
whole Idea behmd canOln I
balan e.
After I had gotten ttled n
hi
felt onfident. Da e to
po 1t1Oned
t 10 th ba
f
the can . I wa In tru ted 10
how to u the paddl , nd n -t
thmg I ne\\, we
re m In
further and further fr m the
d k Can ing w mu he I r
lh n I lh ught It \\ a. I g t a
ba I rh thm g mg nd JU t
pt It up. A ter h 109
prefected m rowmg te hmqu ,
I finally relaxed and \\a able
to take m the urroundmg
nery and enjoy the erenn along
the Wac amaw Ri,er
We quietly pa. ed b a famIly of duc' ,who eemed to be
tartled and were qua king at
our pre ence. The tree eerned
to bow down around u, haring their ibrant had of green
leave and branche. Peenng
down mto the ri er, the
te
were dark and mur y. almo t
impo ible to imagine hat
could be found do n bel
u.
It ha been rumored that alhga-

Coastal group to visit Wash -ngton
DC over Thanksgiving break
On Wednesday, November
26, a group of Coastal students
will travel to Washington, DC
for a four day, three night vi 'it
in the nation's capital.
Thi trip is open to a]]
Coastal students, faculty, and
staff.
The group will tay in downtown Washington, one block

For information
about study!work!
travel abroad opportunities, please
visit the Office of International Programs, Prince l05-J
or caU ext. 2054. Ask
for Geoff Parsons

from the subway, and within
walking distan e of the White
Hou e and Georgetown.
Vi it are tentatIvely cheduled for: the Bureau of Print109 and Engraving, the FBI, the
Wa hington Monument, the
Lin oln
Memorial,
the
Smithsonian In titution. the
White Hou. e, ational Cemetery, and the ational Zoo.

PartjciP4n~ are encouraged
to u free time explore on theIr
own.
Ifyoo do not have plan for
the Thank gi ing break and
would hke orne additional informatIOn on program co t
and/or other detail plea e contact GeotrParson Offi e onnternational Program, Pnnce
J 05-j, 349-22054,

oastal students
Arlington ational Cem tel1. Th Lincoln
Washington Monument a in th di tane .

Visiting Paris adds unders a d
and favor to writing ass·
e
Helen M Hovey
Guest "rlter

Last summer I pent three
days in Paris. When one only
has three days to spend m Pari ,
one mu t plan their tIme very
carefully. Accordling, we had
planned to vi. it the grave ite
memorial of Heinrrch Heine
who, I learned from a wnting
as ignment I completed for Dr.
Vrooman, had been buried m
Montmarte in I 56.
LIeinrich Heme was a lit [ary figure born in Du eldorf,
GerI11any
In
1791,
a
Rhinelander
of
Jewi h
ance tory. Although hi formal
edu aHon wa fo u ed on a law
degree, he realIzed that h did
not want to becom a la\\ yer
and e entuall hi
areer became entered In the hterar)
world where he i best known
a a lyric poet, e sayi t, politi-

( and ne er undere timate the
cal atiri t and ocial cnti ,
I learned from m re earch value of fa ial expr ion and
ource that. in the century and hand ge lure ), we lowyly and
deliberately dre clo er. We
a half, following hi death. th u
and make their way each year pas ed a flori t enroute \\herc
to his grave, oming from buoyed with confiden e I puraround the world and I, too, eha ed a ingle, long- temmed
white ro e to place upon hI
wi hed to become a part of thl
gra
hvmg legend.
The an ient Clmetiere de
It was a beautiful day when
Montmarte I
we arri ved at
the
fin I re tlOg
Montmarte; I
... and never
plac
for man
was wearing my
undere
timate
famou
figllre
be t dre for thi
m
ludmg
pamlo ca lon-no
the value of facial
er
,
to un t horts or
expres ion and
T- hirt
thi
hand gesture
'me! We had no
Idea what to do
n xt-ho\\ to find th cemetery
(w uldn't you kno there wa
more than one 10 Montmarte?
aturally, we relted on th
''''kmdn
of trang r " and
ri pIa ed up n the ra
through
ene of mqume
made of French. German, and Fr nch Ife. I \\a ind ed
I had expecled. 0 rIa d With
Enghsh- peaking pedestrian

fre h flower a well a

Ith
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Where do you go'when you're in a .. ,

.

The Coastal Carolina University Interfratern-ty Council Presents

2:N
i. Hard Rock Cafe
@ 6:00pm

T. C-Dorm
@ 12:30pm

W. Beat the Brothers

W. Meet the Brothers

@TBA
Th. M.B. Grand Prix
@5:30pm

Th. M.B. state Park

F. _ __

IKE
M. A.P.&S.
@9:30pm
T. Hooters
@ 8:00pm
W. Waccamaw Lanes
@8:00pm
Th. 3 on 3
@ 7:00pm

@ 7:00pm

@5:30pm

F. Minnesota Fats
@6:45pm

T. C-Dorm

. @6:00pm

W. Waccamaw
lanes @9:00pm
Th. Midway par 3

@6:00pm

F. Student Center
@ 7:00pm

IIKA
T. Wings World
@6:00pm
W. Student Center
@ 7:00pm
Th. M-Dorm
@3:00pm
F. _ __

T. M.B. Grand Prix
.. @5:00pm
W. Dog House
@ 7:30pm

Th. Wings World
@5:00pm
F. C-Dorm

@4:00pm

